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Bitcoin and USD accepted for deposits and purchases.
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Receive 10 % off any other booking with this package. 

 Book a 30 Minute Consultation Here 

Single Camera
On-Location (2 hr)

Portrait (2-3 min Film)
Time Capsule (1min Film)

5 Gifs
Online Gallery

$950

        
       Engagement Video Portraits 

  A Prologue to Your Story 

Capturing the essence of your relationship and engagement with a dynamic, three-minute 
lifestyle video-portrait.  of you both at home or on-location at your favorite place. This can be a 

special piece to that can be screened at your wedding, or kept as a  
commemorative, keepsake film of you both before you were married.  

Your 1-minute video portrait can be created as a Save-the-Date invite or a mini version of your 
longer film. 

https://calendly.com/adamzalabany_studio/20-minute-consultation?month=2022-10
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On-location / At-home (2.5 hr)
 Boudoir (2-3 min Film)

Film Stills
Private Online Viewing Gallery

             Receive 15 % off any other booking with this package. 

        
$900              

Unlike traditional Boudoir  Photography,  Boudoir Cinematography is an even more intimate experience for you 
and your love as it expands the concept to create a more dimensional, and provocative art film with sound design 
that combines audio recordings and music  to create a mood, pace and style that you can enjoy experiencing with 

your partner again and again.  

A solo session is a perfect surprise wedding gift for your partner.  We also offer couples sessions that are bonding, 
sensual expressions of the beauty and intimacy within your relationship.  

Book a 30 Minute Consultation Here

/B U : D W A : R/

B o u d o u i r   C i n e m a t o g r a p h y

https://calendly.com/adamzalabany_studio/20-minute-consultation?month=2022-10
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Momento (5-7min Film)
Time Capsule (1 min Film)

5 Gifs
Online Gallery

    8 Hour Coverage 
Single  Camera $2295 

   Double Camera  $3050

4 Hour Coverage  
 Single  Camera $1500 

 Double Camera $2000

Book a 30 Minute Consultation Here

Your Momento Film is a poetically paced 5-7 articulation of your day, 
accompanied by a 1-minute Time Capsule will be a perfect taster to 

share online.   

https://calendly.com/adamzalabany_studio/20-minute-consultation?month=2022-10
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2nd Cinematographer 

A Frequent Dream (15-20 min Film)  

Highlight (2-3 min Film) 

Time Capsule (1 min Film) 

5 Gifs 

Online Gallery 

Raw Footage  

Full Day Coverage 
8hrs  

$3950

Half  Day Coverage 
4hrs 

$2685

Book a 30 Minute Consultation Here

A short film with ambient, stylized pacing and fluid editing to carry the story which includes 
a mix of music and live audio recordings capturing ambient voices, conversations, speeches 

and music.  

A Frequent Dream is an anthology that includes a 15-20 minute Wedding Day film paired with 
a 2-3 minute stand-alone Highlight Film and 1-minute Time Capsule, which gives you a 

perfectly curated collection of films that you can share with the people in your life. 

A  F R E Q U E N T  D R E A M

https://calendly.com/adamzalabany_studio/20-minute-consultation?month=2022-10
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Memory is a documentary-length film, with a floating, observational perspective 
capturing a mix of intimate exchanges, gestures, glances and moments both subtle and 

profound. 

With sound design that weaves in and out between a personalized soundtrack and live-
audio recordings, this 30-45 minute sequence gives pace and context to each part of your 

wedding in a runtime that can be rewatched again and again with your closest friends 
and family.  

 Your Highlight Film is a five-minute distillation of Memory, and suitable for sharing and 
viewing with any of your guests or friends on social media. And of course, the one-

minute Time Capsule serves as a poetic snapshot of your wedding.  

Book a 30 Minute Consultation Here

M E M O R Y

2nd Cinematographer
Memory (30-45 min Film)

Highlight (5 min Film)
 Time Capsule (1 min Film)

10 Gifs
Online Gallery
Raw Footage

Full Day Coverage 
8hrs 

$4600

Half  Day Coverage 
4hrs 

$3300

https://calendly.com/adamzalabany_studio/20-minute-consultation?month=2022-10


A feature-length film piece that allows more breath and pacing between the significant 
moments, forgotten details, conversations, speeches and dances.  

Live audio recordings entwined with music, the Heirloom film is an intimate and stylistic 
articulation of your wedding with a filmic tone and pace. 

Heirloom provides you an anthology of films of varying lengths, which means you can share 
different degrees of your wedding with people on social media, to your friends and closest 

family members.  

Book a 30 Minute Consultation Here 

2nd Cinematographer
Heirloom (60 min Film)

A Frequent Dream (15 min Film)
Highlight (3 min Film)

Time Capsule (1 min Film)
10 Gifs

Online Gallery
Raw Footage

Half  Day Coverage 
4hrs 

$4150

Full Day Coverage 
8hrs 

$5500

H E I R L O O M

https://calendly.com/adamzalabany_studio/20-minute-consultation?month=2022-10
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M O D U L A R
/A  L a  C a r t e/

Production       2hr  4hr   6-8hr 

Single Camera Videography    $300  $600  $1200 

2nd Videographer (incl. editing)  $250  $550  $850 

Additional Hours      $250 per cinematographer   

   

Raw Footage      $350  $400  $450 

1 Minute Film      $225  $325  $400 

3 Minute Film      $350  $450  $550 

“Momento” 5-7 Minute Film    $550  $750  $950 

“A Frequent Dream” 15 Minute Film   $700  $900  $1100 

“Memory” 30-45 Minute Film    $1200  $1400  $1600 

“Heirloom” 60+ Minute Film    $1500  $1650  $1800 

Gifs/NFT       $35 

Personalized Wooden USB    $50 

Book a 30 Minute Consultation Here

https://calendly.com/adamzalabany_studio/20-minute-consultation?month=2022-10



